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2) Consider the functiona defined by
h(x) ==S**, xe,Bra

,
xe [0,1 n(RR)

show that his not Riemann integrable
P:We usethe Camelycriterion is show that the11,17. Take do:z
Grien878,
consider tagged partition is,Qsuch that 111, 1151128 but all the
tags pifor is are rational, while allthetags gi for Eace irrational.
Note,we can always do thisbecausethe norm of the partitionis
independent of choice oftags.
Then note that since h(pi):pitt), we tree

M

Schi) = E,h(p)(iti-Xi),E, (it-Xi)= 1,but
S(h,2) =E,h(q) (Xi+- xi) =0,5o
IS(h;) -S(,)1 =1> 0.

SoARE



8) Supposethat is continuous on [a,b), that f(x)3,0 forall x-(ab]
andthatIf = 0. Prone that f(x)=0 for all x= [a,b]
:Suppose for the sakeof contradictionthat there is a celab] such
that f(c) >0.

We firstconsider the casewhere ae (aib). Then by continuityoff, these
exists a fx suchthat forall (x-c158,then f(x)> If(c).

Then we calculatethatSitti jessefal= fe(2)
↑x-clf

which contradicts the assumption that If
=0.

Now suppose I is the endpoint a. Then againby continuity,7820s.t.
forall Xe[a,a+1), then f(x) > 2fK). Then the same
calculationshows

·xx,Sae(af() =Ef() (8) > 0 which is again en contradiction.
When c=b a similar argument applies.



9) show that the continuity hypothesis inthepreceedingexercise
cannotbe dropped.

1, x=0
4:nth(x) =70, x+0.

Then his discontains at8,

not we can also showthat It=0. Let 30 beginen. Take 1 =E
Then consider any tagged parthen 18 with 1151176. Wehave
2cases:

Case 1:first tag t
=0. Then since tjt0 forall is 1, h(t)=0 and

Then 15(;)) =1h (ti) (xit) - xi)) =((t) (x-xi))
=(x2-x) <1= <E.

Case 2:None ofthe tags are 0.Then h(ti)=sforalli, and
(S(h;)) =1 ,h(ti)(x+-x)) =0.9.

So I =0.

alternatively, take the AbeThomal's function and proceedas in
Example 7. 1.7 as in the textbook.1,



11) Iff islandedbyMen [a,b] and ifthe restrictionoff to every
interval [c,b) where ae(a,b) is Riemann integrable, show that
fe([a] and that of -Sof in -at
PI:We'll use the Squeezetheem 7.2.3 inthe textbook. Let 230
beginen. Inthenotationof thatthese and following the firstprovided,
take
x(x

=(
-M,x=(a,)

I
--

-(), x-2c,b).ManM, xe[a,c)
wow[ f(x), Xe[c,b].

then bythe additivitytheorem (7.2.9), both Xc,W, ERab] ·

since constant functions -M, M =R[a,2], and f(x) =R2c,b) by assumption.
Moreover,we have

xe(X)(f(x) zwel) forall Xe[ab] auch
j(wo-x) =12M +1if(x-f(x)) =2Mlc-a).
jaing a close enough to a so that c-a <, meget
J(m.-xe) < E. Then bythe squeezetherem,we canconclude

that feR(a,b]. Mreover, forthis c,wehave
3b18-jf)=11) - Mic-a) = = <a.So!ft (fascea,



12)Showthat g(x) = 5 since), 40, bebings toR10,1].
:We can usethepreviousproblem. Note that

19()K) for all xe[si. So gis bounded on [0,1].
Moreover, since is continuous onevery interval [ci)for all
ce(3,D, geR[aD (ihmE.2.2). Then by the previousproblem,
geR[i].,



18) Let f be continuous on [a,b], let f(x) <,0 for xe[a,b],
and let Mn:=(Sol", showthat
him Mn= sup2f(x):x= [a,b)3.

B: letM:= Sup [f(x):xc(ab]]. Since fix continum and
[aib] is compacts -achieves Mat some point, saype(a,b].
is f(p) =M. By continuity of M, F 2>0 7828 sit.
forall x=(p-8, p

+f), Maine--f
M- 2< f(x) <M.

ape'sper bThen integrating, we there
p+f

(M-5)"28Ifxfn <MV(b-a).
p-1 a

Then takingwith root, we have
(M-2)25 (S"gr)" =M(b-al*.

Note that for any is0, lirY=1 since

rosg() = log(r) =0
andusingconting of the
talingexponential.



So takinglimits, weget
M-5 s imMn* M.

Since thisis true for arbitrary 30, we can
conclude hisMn=M.,


